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He thought it would be the adventure of a lifetime, but little did he know he would face unbelievable

loss and tragedy before they reached their destination. An attack by a war party of Pawnee was

costly and resulted in the loss of many lives. But with God's hand upon him, J.W. Harpold set out to

find his own way in life. All he knew was he wanted someplace warmer and that meant head South.

With detours along the way in a Ute Indian camp, and with a couple of Texas bound cowboys, J.W.

would find himself in the middle of cow country and looking for a job. Little did he know he would

soon find the love of his life and the two would plan a life together, but a vengeance seeking

member of her family would derail those plans. But J.W.'s God proves to be bigger than any

circumstance and the girl of his dreams would become the light of his life. Their hope was to start a

family and build a life together, but a bitter father and challenging circumstances would stand in their

way. Based on a true story, this account of the lives of a young Texas couple in the midst of Indian

wars, cattle ranching and a feuding family prove to be difficult but rewarding as well.
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J.W. was 17 when his family died, leaving him to make his way west, alone. B. N. Rundell writes

stories that invite the reader in, then does not let them go. The young man travels west, then south,

winding up in Texas, where he meets his wife. With all major turns in his life, he is alone, or is ridin'

lonesome. An incredible story based in part on his grandfather. I received this complimentary copy

for an honest review. I have added Rundell to my favorite authors list.

Wow, what a great book. It made me cry several times, but it also made me happy. I felt the pain of

Flo losing her mother. This book will draw you into the story. Feels like your watching the story

unfold before your eyes. Thank you Mr. Rundell for a awesome read.

Some good authentic Western detail but most of the characters are not 3D enough to make the

reader feel for them, good or bad. Universal issues; grief, loss, coming of age, interpersonal conflict

etc are almost exclusively dealt with by dialogue without revealing a characters thoughts so

empathy is not strong.

I enjoyed the story so much, could hardly stop reading.Its also a diverse story with the mix of

cowboys, Mexicans and Indians.Thanks for the work.

This was a wonderful story but sad. It was a hard book to put down. It was well written and through

actions was life changing for the characters.

This author certainly has the gift of writing. What an awesome book. Would highly recommend this

to everyone that enjoys a great read.

Enjoyed every word and especially enjoyed the Bible references.obviously the author is Christian..

thank you for your kind demeanour. Will read more of your books

great christian book,bible quotes.fun book to read.
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